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About This Game

Brutal Inventions is a game composed of several genres.

SURVIVAL: You have to struggle with thirst and hunger. You can craft 243 different items with the help of an advanced
crafting system and you can build a home even in a forast or a lakeside.

ACTION RPG (Hack and Slash): Dress up your clothes, put on your sword and shield then go to adventure to increase your
level. You can increase your stats and become a powerfull warrior with special abilities by gaining skill points as in an RPG

game. In the beginning you will need the help of your towers and soldiers but you will start counting your own sword in time.

TOWER DEFENSE: Brutal Inventions can also be categorized as a 3D tower defense game. If you prefer to play the game in
defense style, you have to increase the number of your soldiers and protect your castle. Because there are creatures which spawn
continuously and attack directly you, your soldiers and your buildings. Buildings like Barracks and Archery Ranges can spawn

soldiers which directly attacks enemy castle.

ATMOSPHERE and FEELING: Each dying villager and collapsing wall will take you inside the Brutal Inventions World and
finally you will find yourself in a merciless fight.

If you are looking for an attractive, challenging, fascinating and exciting game, BRUTAL INVENTIONS is the right choice.
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Title: Brutal Inventions
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Cankut Keskin
Publisher:
Cankut Keskin
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista or Xp

Processor: 2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 670 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or better

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Gameplay\/review (12 minutes): https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SYPWveV0L7U

This is an awesome free game which I'd see no problem spending money on but the fact it's free is just great and it should be in
everyone's game library.

It makes great use of the play area since there were very few moments I found myself standing still. There are always some
bullets being fired your way which you will have to dodge. In that sense it's a little bit similar to Sairento VR.

On each level you will switch location and it makes it a much more enjoyable experience than what I imagine it otherwise would
have been like.

Strategy is key here. You have to carefully decide which robot to shoot first at least that's what I found when playing some of
the later levels.

Also reloading requires timing. You can't reload until you've empited a mag. That might sound dumb but it really makes the
gameplay more difficult and as a result more fun.

The graphics are average. I mean, it's not amazing but it's not really that bad either.

This is definitely one of the best free games (for HTC Vive) I've played so far and really recommend it. I'm not a huge fan of
wave shooters but this one was actually quite
fun!. So far I've found 4 keys and not been able to progress past the first part because none seem to fit the cupboard. I also lost
my flashlight when it fell through the floor and departed from the universe. Still, I will wait for the bug fixes beacuse this game
is edgy as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I'm a sucker for escape games.. If I had to describe Drop Alive in 3
words, I would say: short, cute, and fun. This game is an interesting puzzle platformer revolving around a small water droplet's
dreams of freedom. During your quest, your drop will take advantage of the 3 states of matter (gas, solid, and liquid) to get
through different areas. For example, the cloud form lets your drop fly.

I was really impressed by the quality of this title for a free game. The graphics are in a cute, hand-drawn style, almost as if they
come straight from the pages of a picture book. The music is well composed, and gives off the feeling of adventure. There are
even cute skins you can purchase for your drop using tokens!

Overall, I would recommend this game. It has an unmistakable charm, and if it were longer, it could easily pass as a paid title..
This game is very fun. It reminds me a little bit like the Mario games. Thank goodness I got it on sale!. I'm hooked to Tempest
2000. I would prefer a Tempest 3000.
But I will not pollute my living room with a Jaguar-Console or a Nuon-compatible DVD player...
Now I have this! (again)
It even comes with original PSX feel. Same buttons, same copyright disclaimer...
Well, its just a emulation, as it seems. It even asks if I want to use the Memory Card in slot1.

But it lets me play N2O again. <3
. I like all the games in this series. Fun game with realistic relationships.
Most characters exhibit growth, and don't do stupid stuff.
Lots of stories out there, the characters are plot-stupid. They do stupid things simply because the plot calls for it.

If someone does something stupid in this game, it's usually because the character is that juvenile, or that incompetent.
Medium intelligent characters behave the way real people do, and smart characters behave as I would expect a smarter person
to.

Love it, lots of fun.. Beautiful graphics, interesting innovation in gameplay, and a brilliant soundtrack. Fantastic if you're a fan
of old similar games such as breakout or crystal hammer.
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Incredibly emotional and wonderful experience with a massive amount of replayability. This is a must-have for any Choice of
Games' fans.. Never touch Papa's spaghet. Because not only will he be like ''SOMEBODY TOUCHA MAH SPAGHET!!'', he'll
try to kill you.. Terrible narration, utterly stupid story, and most of the puzzles made no sense.. devs like this should be sued.
Bought the dlc, the map is great, but the promotional gobble gums don't work.. This game is very solid for what it's worth. Some
people might call this an old school game because of the graphics, but you can't judge a book by its cover. The gameplay is all
that matters and I feel like this ARPG delivers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5IvLxcxKjc
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